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No. 部定地点、 市町村名 地盤 最大 平均X振1合幅i 卓周波数越Hz 加速度
39 称名寺 亘理 A 200 5.73 3.10 
122 西黒寺 泉 A 200 4.叩 4.叩
157 輿神続 . A 200 4.50 4.25 
33 定迎寺 角田 A 250 1.13 4.∞ 
42 信寿院 名取 A 250 10.日 4.30 
123 林泉寺 泉 A 250 9.30 4.75 
118 西宮禅寺 多賀域 A 300 8.60 3.75 
128 寵雲寺 仙台 A 300 10.37 3.20 
152 東簿寺 ， A 300 19.95 3.印
41 墓地 名取 B 300 9.90 3.10 
156 満興寺 泉 B 300 4.90 3.∞ 
43 法円寺 岩沼 B 350 16.90 3.50 
47 観音寺 名取 B 350 15.50 3.∞ 
139 畠林寺 仙台 B 450 2Q.田 2.臼
147 薬王寺 ， B 450 16.85 2.印
154 国時尼寺 ， B 450 13.71 3.15 
155 慈雲寺 多賀域 C 3叩 11.日 2.25 
119 西光禅寺 ， C 3日 23.日 2.印
145 墓地 仙台 C 400 36.10 2.50 
146 霞目墓地 ， C 400 41.53 3.1∞ 
46 大照寺 名取 C ωo 22.80 2.90 
51 得照寺 仙台 C 450 45.36 3.∞ 


































o A - OA=-0.12ベ0.81Xl0-3)んB
A B ---Ds=-u06+(o.52xlO3)んn

























































































RELATIONS BETWEEN THE MAXIMUM ACCELERATION ESTIMATED BY 
THE INVESTIGATION OF TOMBSTONES IN THE 1978 MIYAGI-K.EN OKI 
EARTHQUAKE AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MICROTREMORS 
Takahiro Kunii* and Takahisa Enomoto料
* Center for Urban Studies， Tokyo Metropolitan University 
料 KanagawaUniversity 
Comprehensive Urban Studies， No. 14， 1981， pp.109-1l8 
In the June 1978 MIYAGI-KEN OKI EARTHQUAKE， the numbers of investigated 
points of tombstones which are Buddist temple grounds and graveyards were about 150 
points. The estimated maximum acceleration of these points were distributed in the range 
from 150 to 450 gal and above. In this report，お pointsexisting in the range of epicen-
tral distance from 90 to 130 km selected and at each of these points the microtremors at 
the ground surface were observed. The object of this investigation is to explain the rela-
tionship between the characteristics of amplitude and frequency of the observed microtre-
mors and the estimated maximum acceleration dy considering the surface ground conditions. 
The results indicate an existing relationship between the characteristics of the microtremors 
and the intensity of earthquake motions. Prospects for the utilization of microtremors in 
seismic microzoning are also discussed. 
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